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MAYOR JENNY DURKAN BUDGETS $90 MILLION
TO ADDRESS HOMELESSNESS - Mayor Jenny
Durkan has proposed a budget of $90 million to
address and solve the crisis of homelessness in
King County. In 2015 former Mayor Ed Murray
announcedastate ofemergencyoverhomelessness
and budgeted $50 million dollars for the crisis. In
the new budget, $21.7 million will create more
shelters and $4 million will be used to start a large
tent shelterprogramfor homeless people. Another
$4.3 million dollars will fund a Navigation Team,
which will consist ofoutreach workers and police
officers to assist homeless people into temporary
housing programs. Despite the $40 million
increase from 2015, council members are saying
it is not enough and are requesting more money.
MAN EATING TIGER KILLED IN INDIA - A man-
eating tiger that hunters have been attempting to
find for two years was caught and killed on Nov.
2. The tiger was suspected to have killed and eaten
about 13 people in nearby villages. Initially, the
huntershad planned on tranquilizing thetiger and
thencapturing her,but shehad evidentlyremained
conscious after being shot with a tranquilizer.
According to the hunters, they had no choice but
to shoot her. There has been mixed reception in
India over the killing of the tiger. Villagers that
had been directly affected by the tigers presence
were elated and threw small parties celebrating
her death. Indian wildlife activists are outraged,
citing the killing as murder, especially given that
tigers are a critically endangered species.
JULIANA V. UNITED STATES CASE WILL MOVE
FORWARD - On Nov. 2, The U.S. Supreme
Court officially granted permission for Juliana
v. United States to move forward after the
government insisted that the case be dismissed.
The lawsuit consists of 21 plaintiffs between the
ages of 11-22. The plaintiffs are suing the United
States for violating their right to life and a clean
environment by massively contributing toclimate
change with encouragement oil, fossil fuel, and gas
production. In the wake of the Supreme Courts
notice, the plaintiffs’ lawyers are pushing for the
courts to schedule their trials by mid-November.
Julia Olsen, co-counsel for the plaintiffs deemed
the Supreme Court’s declaration as a victory for
the kids and for democracy.
FLOODING IN VENICE UNDERWATER WREAKS
HAVOC ON CITY — Venice, Italy is undergoing
severe flooding after a combination of high tides,
strong winds, and intense storms. Floodwaters
rose to 61 inches above sea level, which caused the
submerging of streets, so much so that walkways
had to be placed so people were able to navigate
the city. Restaurants and businesses placed
barriers on their doors so the water wouldn’t flood
their establishments. Flooding after high tides
will become an increasingly worrying concern for
Venice as climate change escalates and sea levels
rise. Many citizens are concernedaboutthe effects
of saltwater on the ancient landmarks in the city.
St. Mark’s Square was flooded and the water
has spilled through to the ancient marble floors
of St. Mark’s Basilica. However, in 2003 Venice
began implementation of the MOSE Project that
will install flood barriers to save Venice from
most damages the floods bring to the city. The
construction will be completed in 2022.
2 PEOPLE DEAD IN TALLAHASSEE, FL YOGA
STUDIO SHOOTING - On the evening of Nov. 2, a
man opened gunfire at ayoga studio inTallahassee,
FL. The gunman shot six people and pistol-
whipped one before turning the gun on himself.
He killed two people; the victims are Nancy Van
Vessem, 61, and Maura Binkley, 21. When officers
arrived at the scene, the gunman had already
died. The gunman has been identified as Scott
Paul Beierle, 40, who resided in Deltona, Florida.
Tallahassee Police Chief Michael DeLeo said that
thepeople inside the studio had attempted to fight
off the gunman. Witnesses to the shooting told
police that Beierle had entered the yoga studio
pretending to be a customer before pulling out
a handgun and shooting. Investigators have not
determined any connection Beierle had with the
victims in the yoga studio.
WOMAN DEAD AFTER SEATTLE CENTER
STABBING — Gabrielle Maria Garcia was stabbed
at MOD Pizza in Seattle Center on Nov. 2. After
the incident, the suspect, David Lee Morris,
ran outside with the knife still in hand and was
confronted by an armed civilian who followed
the suspect until police arrived. In the affidavit,
Morris expressed anger that Garcia was dating
other men and claimed that he had stabbed Garcia
to improve his son’s life. Garcia’s five year old son
was at the scene during the stabbing and was
taken into police care. Garcia had previously filed
protective orders against Morris citing domestic
violence. Garcia was taken to HarborviewMedical
Center and died a few hours later due to her life-
threatening wounds. Currently, Morris is being
held at King County Jail on a two million dollar
bail.
Asma can be reached at
agaba@su-spectator.com.
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LAW SCHOOL SUSPENDS CONTROVERSIAL ICE EXTERNSHIP
Josh Merchant
News Editor
In September, many Seattle University
law students attended an externship
fair where organizations advertised
the externships they offer to Seattle U
students in exchange for course credit.
Among the hundredsof programs that
Seattle U offerswas one that caught the
attention of law student Alex Romero:
a table with Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) representatives
advertising their own program.
Given that ICE is currently under
fire for its treatmentof undocumented
immigrants, Romero believed that
this externship ran contrary to
Seattle U’s mission. He brought these
concerns to the externship program
offices attention in hopes to end this
partnership, and after pressure from
students and community members,
law school Dean Annette Clark
announced in an email on Oct.
31 that the school would suspend
this partnership.
“As of today, I am suspending
our externship placement with ICE
(US Immigration and Customs
Enforcement) based on its current
policies and practices,” she said in
the email. “This action aligns with
the fact that our law school is a
signatory to the attached statement,
which was issued by a consortium
of Jesuit organizations in June 2018,
and which condemns administration
policies that have led to the unjust and
inhumanetreatment ofasylum seekers
and migrant families, practices that
continue today and that directly affect
members of our community.”
Clark also clarified in her email that
while Seattle U had partnered with
ICE for an externship program, they
have never had a partnership with
Customs and Border Patrol, as some
students have alleged.
At first, according to Romero, the
law school was hesitant to suspend
the program, and it wasn’t until more
community members appliedpressure
that they took action.
“I prepared arguments on why
this is inappropriate at our school
and contrary to our mission and a
list of other arguments,” Romero
said. “The law school weighed the
argument [that] the school has an
ample responsibility to provide
different options for different
students and weighed it heavier than
my arguments.”
Romero said he then made a petition
and contacted community members
for support. With that pressure,
he said, the university suspended
the program.
In an email statement, Jill Dutton
said thatthe lawschool was intentional
with their actions moving forward.
“We felt it was necessary to
discuss
and reflect on what we were hearing
regarding ICE policies and practices,”
Dutton said in her statement. “The
Dean consulted with students as
well as her leadership team and the
University Administration, seeking
a range of viewpoints and opinions
before ultimately deciding to suspend
the externship.”
Steven Bender, the law school’s
associate dean for planning and
strategic initiatives, clarified that the
programhas not yet been terminated,
but that it was suspended while the
law school gathers information. The
school will investigate concerns and
reach out to community members
for more concerns, but has not yet
permanendy ended the partnership.
While no students have participated
in the ICE externship program in
several years, the law school decided
to suspend the program after hearing
enough concerns related to the
recent controversy surrounding this
organization. This controversy is
linked to ICE’s recent separation of
immigrant children from families, as
well as its recent mass deportations.
“Students raised concerns after ICE
presence at our annual Externship
Fair caused them to feel unsafe,” Jill
Dutton, director of the externship
program, said in an email statement.
“We believe a realpossibility exists that
placing a student in an ICE externship
may force them to act unethically
or unlawfully.”
While this program is suspended,
ICE representatives will no longer
be allowed to table at the university.
The law school further plans to bring
the issue before the Social Justice
Leadership Committee. While this
committee cannot take any action
regarding the curriculum or the
externship program, Bender, who
serves as co-chair of the committee,
hopes that it will provide a platform
for community members to express
their viewpoints.
“We do have a responsibility to
create an inclusive. climate and
environment on campus,” he said.
“That’s what our focus is gonnabe on:
to hear the concerns that were raised
over the externship, to hear about
any additional concerns, and while
we don’t have the ability, necessarily,
to take curricular action, we can
recommend changes.”
Bender also said that this suspension
would not affect the other externship
programs that the law school offers.
The school currently offers hundreds
of externships, and students enrolled
in those programswill not be affected
by this decision.
While the program may be
NOVEMBER 7,2018
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suspended now, Scarlet Group
President Jorge A. Lara Alvarado said
that the fact that ICE representatives
were present during the tabling event
was harmful for undocumented
students, and he said that the
university should increase its efforts
to protect this vulnerable group.
“By bringing in organizations such
as ICE...it just shoots anxiety and
fear off the roof and dramatically
impacts mental health of the student
and it also affects the performance
of the student,” Alvarado said. “Right
now our immigrant communities —
specifically the most vulnerable, like
undocumented students.. .are at great
risk and it’s time for the university
to increase their efforts to support
undocumented students.”
Joshmay be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT GROUP ADVOCATES FOR GENDER INCLUSIVE HOUSING
Asma Gaba
Staff Writer
The student group, The Gender
Inclusive Housing Council, is working
with administrators to implement
gender inclusion in Seattle University’s
Housing and Residence Life (HRL).
They have presented to Seattle Us
Cabinet clear policy changes that
they want to see regarding housing
selection and placement.
Some of the changes include
modifying the housing portal to
accommodate trans people, as well
as training housing staff to be more
conscious of their trans residents
and responsive to their concerns. The
training would consist of using trans
inclusive language, being conscious of
trans issues, as well as being involved
and knowledgeable in advocating for
inclusive housing policies.
Currently, if a trans student
tries to apply for gender inclusive
housing, they must go through HRL
staff instead of doing their housing
assignments on their own, like most
students. The council believes that
this extra step increases inaccessibility
and alienation for trans and
non-binary students.
Second-year student Andie Carroll
is a member of the council, and they
were part of the groupwho presented
their proposed policy changes to
Seattle Us Cabinet. They explained
that the housing portal does not
accommodate for gender identity
at all, categorizing students by their
sex alone. The council wants to see a
gender inclusive housing option in the
portal, allowing students to either opt
in or out of the new housing option.
“Right now, the housing portal
asks for your sex,
and it asks for your
gender. You can put in whatever
you want for your gender identity,
but it still spits you out into one of
two categories,” Carroll said. “For
example, if a trans man’s legal sex is
female and his gender is male, they
would be put into the female pool of
roommate applicants.”
Further, even if students go through
HRL for housing assistance, they
6 NEWS
may not be housed in a room that
they prefer or a room where they feel
comfortable given that trans inclusive
policies are still not implemented.
Oftentimes, they have no choice but
to opt for a single room in either the
Yobi or Murphy Apartments, which
are considerably more expensive and
often inaccessible without elevators.
Evelyn Chow, a fourth-year student
and a member of the council, added
that placing trans and non-binary
students in single rooms can be
isolating and unfair. In addition to
the extra housing costs a single room
entails, the students will be denied the
college living experience as well.
“The whole point of the first and
second year in college is to make
friends. This is when relationships
begin to happen,” Chow said. “But if
you’re getting isolated into the Yobi
and Murphy Apartments, you’re not
only paying more money, but you
don’thave the same access to people.”
As part of their presentation,
the council also noted Seattle U’s
multiple attempts and failures of trans
inclusion. According to their timeline,
Tim Albert, the associate director of
HRL, first submitted a formal gender
inclusive housing policy for review in
2012, but it did not pass.
■ This summer, HRL was given
permission to begin the process
of remodeling the housing portal.
Students are now able to update
their information, including adding
a preferred name and pronouns.
Currently, Albert reported that they
are attempting to create an inclusive
way to assign housing that is notbased
on a binary understanding of gender.
Albert and the HRL team are
currently working on the housing
portal to provide more options for
students when identifying gender. As
of now, the three options available are
male, female, and “other.” The goal
for the new housing portal is a final
product that will be able to recognize
all student gender identities, giving
them the option to navigate housing
options on their own, rather than
going through their staff. There
is no proposed official timeline
for when these changes will be
implemented fully.
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“We don’t want to say ‘other’ for our
students,” Albert said. “We want to
be able to provide our students with
options where they can identify in
differentways so that it doesn’t
have to
be on a binary.”
The Gender Inclusive Housing
Council is also working with Alvin
Sturdivant, the vice president for
student development, towrite a gender
inclusive housing policy. In August,
the council had received the policy
that Sturdivant had worked on with
the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
After months of communication
between Sturdivant and the council,
they scheduled a meeting on Nov. 14
to discuss the policy.
“What we want is for him
[Sturdivant] to say that he wrote our
policy, and it will be implemented for
Winter Quarter,” Carroll said. “That
would be ideal.”
Asmamay be reached at
agaba@su-spectator.com
MIDTERM ELECTIONS BRING DEMOCRATIC HOUSE, HIGH VOTER TURNOUT
JoshMerchant
News Editor
After two years under Republican
control of both the legislative and
executive branches of the U.S.
government, both the Republican
and Democratic parties have been
building to whatmany have called the
election of a lifetime. Democrats had
pushed for a “blue wave,” aiming to
flip both the Senate and the House to
progressive seats, whereas Republicans
have tried to retain seats in the wake
ofcriticism ofDonald Trump.
. On Nov. 6, voter turnout surged
as Americans made their voice
heard, to witness a significant blow
to the Republican status quo. While
Republicans kept control of the
Senate, the House went to Democratic
control, with the party taking more
than two dozen seats that were
previously under Republican control.
As far as the statewide election,
voters have chosen a progressive
agenda, passing initiatives on police
reform and gun control, and electing
Democrats throughout the state.
Democrats take House of
Representatives
In the House of Representatives, the
Democrats’ took over two dozen
seats, taking control for the first time
in eight years. These seats were spread
across the country, with some in Iowa,
New York, Colorado, and Florida.
Several of these elections
made history, with the House of
Representatives getting more and
more diverse.
Michigan and Minnesota saw the
first two Muslim congresswomen—
Ilhan Omarwon readily in Minnesota,
and Rashida Tlaib won with over
90 percent of the vote in Michigan.
Sharice Davids took a seat in Kansas,
and Debra Haaland won in New
Mexico, both of them becoming the
first Native Americanwomen to serve
in Congress.
As expected, high-profile candidate
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez won her
seat in New York, and a record-
breaking number of women around
the country won seats in the House
of Representatives. Altogether,
more than 100 women will serve in
the House.
Midterm voter turnout was historic
as well, with more than 100 million
votes being cast in the House races,
as compared to around 80 million
in 2014.
Republicans retain power in
the Senate
Despite losing ground in the House
of Representatives, Republicans
maintained their majority in the
Senate.
Incumbents, including Elizabeth
Warren, Ted Cruz,and Bernie Sanders
kept their positions in almost every
state. This also includes Washington
states own senator Maria Cantwell.
Beto O’Rourke challenged Cruz in a
higher-profile race in Texas, but Cruz
kept his seat, with the historically
Republican state staying red.
The Senate race in Mississippi
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The Comet Tavern hosts an election night viewingparty on Nov. 6.
resulted ina run-off, to be held on Nov.
27. The run-offwill feature incumbent
Cindy Hyde-Smith challenged by
Mike Espy.
Any legislation will have to pass
through both chambers of Congress,
and with Republicans controlling the
Senate and Democrats controlling
the House, that legislation may need
bipartisan support to become law.
Progressive agenda passes
in Washington state
Washington voters easily re-
elected Senator Maria Cantwell,
who had faced a challenge from
Susan Hutchison.
Washington’s Representatives largely
kept their seats, as well, including
Adam Smith and Pramila Jayapal,
who represent the two districts that
cover the greater Seattle area.
Republican Dave Reichert ofDistrict
8, however, did not seekre-election, so
it was a key battleground for the U.S.
House in Democrats’ attempt to take a
NOVEMBER 7,2018
majority. This district saw Kim Schrier
running against Dino Rossi, with the
results still unclear on the evening of
Nov. 6.
Should Schrier win, this district will
have a Democratic representative for
the first time since its drawing in 2000,
whereas a victory by Rossi would
reinforce the Republican status quo in
central Washington.
Washington voters also evaluated
several ballot initiatives, and they
voted to increase gun control, as well
as to enact police reforms. Both of
these initiatives passed with around
60 percent of the vote, as of the night
of Nov. 6.
Josh may be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U WELCOMES LARGEST FIRST-YEAR CLASS
Caylah Lunning
StaffWriter
The Seattle University campus
continues to make strides as the
largest first-year class in the 127-year
history of the university joins campus,
with 1,083 new students declaring
themselves Redhawks.
First-year International Studies
student Alex Howerton is excited tobe
a part of such a large incoming class.
“I think it’s really cool being a part
of such a big class and just coming
into that with the school growing,”
Howerton said. “I think it’s really
positive and I’m happy to be here”
The incoming first-year
class surpassed the size of the
2017 incoming class with a 13
percent increase.
Leah Quinn, director of the
orientation programs, explained
how the increase of the first-year
student population may affect the
Seattle U community.
“I share concerns that others do
at new student registration and the
university core, that physically our
spaces are not designed to have
gigantic classes,” Quinn said. “It
requires a little bit of work on the
registrar, on faculty, on UCOR, on
new student registration to make sure
that all these incoming students have
classes that they need to progress
towards graduation.”
Director of Admissions and Seattle
U alum Katie O’Brien gave insight
on what the admissions process
looks like.
“The admissions office, we don’t set
our enrollmentgoals fortheuniversity,”
O’Brien said.“The university’s goals
are set by a conversation between
the cabinet and various boards
of trustees.”
Last year’s first-year class reached
a high of 957 new Seattle U students.
However, there was not a significant
increase inthe whole ofundergraduate
admissions—there were only three
percent more students admitted in
2018 than the previous year.
Admissions goals for the year
was to have 1,020 first year students
8 NEWS
be welcomed into the Seattle U
community and 430 students transfer.
These numbers are based on budget
implications that the university has
to meet.
“It’s tricky because we don’t want
to come too far below that goal,
because then there are budget cut
implications and things that students
are also adversely impacted. We
obviously don’t want to go too high
above that goal because of capacity
issues,” O’Brien said. “Enrollment
management unfortunately is not an
exact science.”
This unpredicted first year class
size can largely be traced back to
the 2018 nursing school admissions.
Admissions acceptedthe same amount
offirst time in college nursing students
as they had for the previous 2017 year.
The difference is the nursing program
in 2018 had increased by ten percent
compared to the 2017 incoming
nursing students.
With the incoming class
size becoming more and more
unpredictable, this can cause
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This year, Seattle U welcomes afirst-year class ofover 1,000students.
complications in the acceptance and
enrollment process. There is no direct
way in measuring this particular study
of how many students to accept and
how many student will actually come
to the university in fall.
Quinn continued to express her
concerns about what the increasing
first-year class size means for the
orientation programs as they begin to
get larger. As the orientation groups
continue to get larger, it becomes
harder for the orientation advisors to
develop personal connections with
their incoming students.
“We supplement a little bit with
Welcome Week Guides in the fall,
so that way when new students are
here and getting back together with
their small group, they got another
current student at SU to look to as
a resource, mentor and role model.
We’re planning for the size of an
incoming class.”
The Seattle U community is typically
advertised as an intimate space for
students of the university. But withthe
unpredicted increase, students may
not be affected by
“It feels good. Orientation really
helped make it feel like it wasn’t that
big,” first-year nursing student Maya
Lazo-Fanning said. “I was able to
connect with people pretty quickly
and not too overwhelming.”
However, the amount of student
enrollment is always fluctuating.
The number of incoming students is
either increasing or decreasing year
after year.
Though this first-year class is
the biggest in Seattle U history, the
number admitted remains largely
unchanged, with growth coming from
enrollment rates. The city of Seattle is
a growing community and as Seattle
U continues to gain a reputation,
students will continue to be drawn in.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
GENTRIFICATION, DISPLACEMENT, AND WHOLE FOODS
Elizabeth Ayers
Staff Writer
Many students rejoiced at the grand
opening of Whole Foods, as the
health foodstore joined QFC, Central
Co-op and Trader Joe’s as the fourth
grocery store within blocks of Seattle
University’s campus. However, the
celebration of some students was
met with concern by others, with this
opening representing another step
toward the gentrification of Seattle.
Buyers who can afford the prices
have many healthy food options at
Whole Foods—milk substitutes from
soy to oat in the grocery store, aisles of
ready-to-eat food on the second floor,
and more.
While Whole Foods’ location can
seem convenient for students, some
members of the Seattle U community
are pointing out a larger problem
that Whole Foods’ arrival may be a
symptom of: the gentrification that
has changed the face of Capitol Hill
and Seattle.
Capitol Hill’s demographics have
been changing as market prices
skyrocket and Seattle has become ever
more tech-oriented, with companies
like Amazon and Microsoft moving
in and hiring highly-educated
professionals. Higher-income and
predominantly white people who
work high-paying jobs in Seattle are
moving into previously affordable
areas, which prices lower-income
homeowners and renters out.
Jess Juanich, a junior Public Affairs
and Political Science double-major
at Seattle U, grew up and currently
lives in the Central District, a
neighborhood near Seattle U that is
feeling the effects of gentrification.
According to Juanich, the Central
District has become a food desert over
the past few years
“Growing up, it was apredominantly
Black, East African, East Asian
immigrant community,” Juanich said.
“So now with the rise of educated tech
engineers working at companies in
Downtown Seattle, it has raised the
land value in Seattle which has caused
a lot of the old-time residents to
move out.”
Juanich also talked about the shifts
in his neighborhood’s loss of cultural
identity and access to food, recalling
details from a grocery store called
the Red Apple Market that he grew
up with.
“A lot of people would go there, we
would have a lot ofcommunityevents,”
he said. “There were basketballplayers
who would do back-to-school batches
and give out backpacks and school
supplies to kids in the community
before they started school each year.
Since that supermarket isn’t there
anymore, they haven’t done that.”
Juanich says that now there are
only grocery stores of the North and
South fringes of the Central District,
making his neighborhood part of a
food desert.
Aakanksha Sinha, assistant
professor of social Work at Seattle
U and consultant at the Asian
Counseling and Referral Services,
said that the decision to build a Whole
Foods at its location is largely because
of the population Whole Foods and
Amazon is hoping to sell to.
“Having another grocery store here
versus a food desert in the Central
District speaks a lot to who is being
servedand who is not,” Sinha said.
Sinha said Whole Foods knows that
the population in the Central District,
as a predominantly lower-income
community, would not economically
support it.
Similarly, Political Science Professor
Matieu DuBeau said he thinks Whole
Foods is just filling a demand made by
changing demographics.
“It creates an advantage for them, but
a disadvantage to our communities,”
Juanich said.
The lack of access in low-income
areas not only to food, but to choices
in food in grocery stores, greatly
contributes to the cycle of poverty.
Sinha said that it’s imperative that
people are nourished, not just
“not hungry.”
Sinha said that healthy food is
necessary for people to have the
energy levels to work, manage mental
or physical illness,,and to concentrate.
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WholeFoods opens its newest location in Capitol Hill on Oct. 30.
Without the time and transportation
to travel to a far-away grocery store,
many lower-income people in the
Central Districtoften have to settle on
whatever is available to them in dollar
stores or mom-and-pop shops.
“I almost think of [food] as a
vehicle to other well-beings. The way
that we usually think about food for
low-income communities is, oh, do
they have enough to eat? Are they
starving or are they not?”’ Sinha said.
“So you probably look at if they have
accessibility to some food. But that’s
not enough.”
Sinha also added that the Cherry
Street Food Bank—the main food
bank in the Central District—is
closing and being replaced with a
high-rise, a change that will limit
food-security in the Central District
even more.
Juanich has a tip for students
who want to help: be mindful and
intentional about your consumption.
Sinha recommends that Seattle U
students work for awareness of food
justice issues. Boycotting Whole
Foods,she says,is notenough. Building
awareness and listening to the stories
of people affected by food insecurity
needs to underpin advocacy for food
justice. Recognizing that it impacts
NOVEMBER 7,2018
members of our own community is a
good start, she said.
“I think even within SU there are so
many students who are suffering from
hunger and food insecurity and we
just don’thear about it,” she said.
She said that high-income folks in
Capitol Hill then have the privilege of
not only being able to eat, but of being
able to access a variety of choices.
DuBeau said he thinks Whole
Foods is just filling a demand made
by changing demographics. The root,
he says, is the demand that calls for
another grocery store like Whole
Foods to come in.
The effect, he said, is that the
people who have historically lived
in Seattle are being forced to live
somewhere else.
“Now people of color, low income
folks, are being pushed out of the city
and moving out,” DuBeau said.
Seattle continues to face the
challenge of evolving tofit the growing
need of an affluent community that
hold the wealth, in opposition to
communities that have historically
lived there.
Elizabeth may be reached at
eayers@su-spectator.com
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INACTION FOR TRANS COMMUNITY
ON CAMPUS IS REICNITED THROUCH
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION MEMO
"The last email that we got from
the President was a reminder
about homecoming, so I think
it's clear to see that the rights of
transgender folks and protections
and respect for transgender
identities on this campus is not a
priority for the administration."
These . are the words of
Ames Zocchi, a student who co-
led the event Trans* on Campus:
A Discussion on Nov. 2, along
with student Dev McCauley.
The two trans students,
Zocchi and McCauley, are among
those at Seattle University
who feel there has been an
inadequate response by university
administration in the face of an
increasingly hostile time for trans
people in the United States.
On Oct. 21, the New York
Times published an article
regarding a memo from the
United States Department of
Health and Human Services,
which stated that the department
wishes to permanently define
sex as either male or female
based on sexual organs at birth.
While the memo has yet to
result in any formal changes, it
would reverse various changes
made by former President Barack
Obama and his administration
if enacted. The Obama
administration took steps to
allow people to define gender for
themselves, specifically in regards
to healthcare and education.
The implications of the
memo could have life-altering
effects for many at Seattle U,
as Associate Professor of Law,
Bryan Adamson explained.
"Yes it's retrogressive, yes it
is openly hostile, yes it threatens
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not only the status of trans
individuals but the treatment
they will receive in public
spaces and public life, access to
housing, access to employment,
healthcare, the whole nine,"
Adamson said. "But as a political
matter, people should not be
surprised. Unfortunately, people
should not be surprised that
this is one of the eventualities
of this administration."
This is not the first time
the Trump administration- has
attempted to roll back Obama-era
policies regarding gender identity.
In 2017, the Trump
administration issued a directive
in opposition to an Obama
administration directive that
sought to allow trans students
to self-select the restroom that
fit their gender identity in public
schools. Neitherofthesedirectives
have had any legal impact as the
Obama adminstration's directive
was legally challenged by 13
states and never implemented,
and the Trump directive faces
its own legal challenges.
The Trump administration
additionally began a thus far
failed attempt to ban transgender
individuals from serving in
the U.S. military. The ban has
undergone several iterations
and legal challenges in response,
leaving it currently unenforced.
On Oct. 25, President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg S.J. spoke
out against the Department
of Health and Human Services
memo at his quarterly President's
Forum. However, as an event that
many members of the Seattle
U community do not attend,
his statement was not entirely
Jack Derby, Alec Downing, Sophia Wells
With additional reporting from Jacqueline Lewis
heard around campus. Of the
students and faculty interviewed
by The Spectator, none were
aware of these comments.
David Powers, Dean of
Seattle U's College of Arts and
Sciences, is the sole member
of Seattle U administration and
the only college dean who has
issued a statement regarding
the Trump administration memo.
The college-wide email sent
Oct. 25 specifically addressed
the Trump administrations memo,
stating: "I write to express
support for all of our transgender
and non-binary students, staff,
and faculty." The email also
included links to resources
on the Seattle U campus.
Additionally, Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU) Executive Vice President
Jess Juanich sent a campus-wide
email Oct. 31 on behalf of SGSU,
theGenderJusticeCenter,Triangle
Club, and the Queer and Trans
People of Color organizations.
The statement reaffirmed
the groups' support for the
trans community on campus and
acknowledged that the university
is "richer and stronger because
of the gifts and the presence of
SU's transgender and gender
non-conforming community."
In an interview conducted
Nov. 5, Sundborg acknowledged
that the university should put
forwardacampus-wide statement;
however, he said that he needed
to consult with the newly formed
LGBTQ+ task force in order to
give an appropriate response.
"It does need to be clear
that our university supports our
transgender students and that
we'recommittedto that, and we're
committed to that by policy, and
that we're going to be engaged
in conversations and learning in
whatever way we need to do in
order to be helpful and supportive
of them," Sundborg said. "So
there should be a response, but
I think that it would be informed
by the LGBTQ task force."
Approximately three hours
after the Nov. 5 interview, the
Seattle U community received
an email from the Seattle U news
account with the subject line "In
Case You Missed It: In Support of
Transgender Students" and a link
to Sundborg's comments made at
the President's Forum. The report
of his remarks was posted Nov. 2.
The LGBTQ task force was
formed in wake of comments
made by Sundborg and the actions
of Fr. David Leigh, S.J. last spring.
Leigh, a professor in the
Seattle. U English department
and a prominent Jesuit on
campus, removed entire stacks
of The Spectator from stands,
in a statement saying he was,
"offended by a recent edition
of The Spectator, whose cover
contained what I considered an
inappropriaterisquephotograph."
The cover photo inthat week's
Spectator depicted a performer
at Seattle U's annual on-campus,
school-sanctioned drag show.
He stated he had primarily
removed them due to the arrival of
new students and their families for
Accepted Students Decision Day.
In response, Sundborg
stated, among other things, he
was "very, very embarrassed
and ashamed" by the cover. He
went on to call it "indecent" and
said, "I thought it offended all
dignity and respect of sexuality
and of persons of bodies. I think
it was a mistake on the part of
the editorial staff to put that on
the cover. I was offended by it...
Anybody who would see that
who has a sense of propriety
would find that offensive."
Both the removal of
newspapers and the comments
made by Leigh and Sundborg
drew sharp criticism and outrage
across campus and from the
wider Seattle community.
McCauley pointed to this
incident and said that Sundborg's
lack of a campus-wide statement
on the memo is indicative of a
pattern of ignoring the injustices
faced by the trans community.
Some Seattle U faculty also
expressed distress over the lack
of timely response to a directive
which would threaten the safety
of trans people on campus.
Adamson was concerned
by the university's "silence"
in reponse to the memo.
"That is distressing, especially
in light of, not just what happened
last year, but what's happening
now and then what precipitated,"
he said. "I can understand why
members of the gay community,
the trans community, and their
allies would see a pattern here
in the face of hostility toward
their being, toward their life,
and toward their safety, and I
wish that were not the case."
Adamson pointed to
Sundborg's previous statements
of support for the immigrant and
DACA communities and pointed
out that the trans community on
campus was not receiving the
same sort of prompt support.
"I do think that it is important
that the university take an explicit
stand and a vocal stand to object
to this particular policy and also
to object to any further acts that
serve to further erase, marginalize,
or target our LGBT friends and
family," Adamson said. "They just
have to. It's not inconsistent with
our Jesuit identity and religious
tenants to do so. I don't see there
being much of a debate about it."
Sundborg emphasized that
the university has a duty to
put out a statement of support
during times in which students'
rights are being infringed upon.
"If it touches our students,
there's more of an obligation
for us to respond," he said.
In the Nov. 5 interview,
Sundborg referenced the
recent anti-semitic attack at a
Pittsburgh synagogue in which
11 worshippers were killed. He
additionally noted his previous
campus-wide emails in 2017 and
2018 in response to the Trump
administration's attempted
terminationoftheDACA program,
to emphasize the importance of
responding to threats that may
impact members of the university.
"We have a higher obligation
if there's anything that is
immediately felt or threatened."
Zocchidescribedthepotential
threat the Trump administrations
memo could have on him and
other trans students on campus.
"In a foundational sense, this
is going to be something that
affects how trans students, on
campus and in the United States,
are able to get healthcare, are
able to talk about discrimination
on campuses, get housing, be
able to use their correct pronouns
and names in classrooms and
in a general setting throughout
universities," Zocchi said.
Program Director of Women
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and Gender Studies Theresa
Earenfight said that whether or
not the memo'sproposal goes into
effect, its words have a significant
impact on the safety and well
-being of the trans community.
"It's incredibly mean-spirited,
and it has real harm. That's the
problem. It may not ever happen
but it has real harm, and anybody
that wasn't watching the news
for the last two weeks might
be surprised to find out what it
means when your words have true
significance," Earenfight said.
Sundborg recognized
the imperative role university
leaders, such as himself, have
in responding to such attacks.
"I think most important is to
show up, for me. And I think that,
as a president, I realize I hold a
position that is both functional,
but it's also symbolic. So whether
or not the president shows up for
something or agrees to be present
or so forth, symbolically that can
be very important, even more
so than combining it with what
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other things," Sundborg said.
McCauley expressed her
frustration with the Seattle U
administration's response to
issues confronting trans students
on campus. She pointed to
the administration's lack of
commitment to moving towards
gender-inclusive housing, which
the Seattle U trans community
and their allies have been
advocating for over the past year.
"I think that gets at the
frustrations that I have as a trans
student on campus. Despite
what's happened, I wouldn't call
them promises, but despite the
attention that the administration
has in the past given to these
issues, they fail to actually act on
anything," McCauley said. "They
figure thatthey don't have to listen
to us because it's just a few folks."
Zocchi shared in McCauley's
frustrations with the stagnation
of progress in securing gender-
inclusive housing on campus.
"The actual policy has not
changed. Nothing concrete
has changed," he said.
Earenfight said that she is
concerned with, but unsurprised
by, the underwhelming response
from university administration.
"I think they're doing what
university presidents do: they
act strategically and they take
counsel with their lawyers,"
Earenfight said. "We could all
wish for more but that's what
they do. That's their job."
Earenfight shared this
concern of insufficient movement
towards equal trans rights on
campus, especially in light of the
hurtful comments following the
drag show in the spring of 2018.
"The gender-inclusive
housing would have been
such an obvious way to repair
that," she said. "The sound
of feet dragging is audible."
The lack of action from
the university to express their
support for trans students on
campus has been disheartening
to students like McCauley, but
with a focus on the future, they
iisted a few factors 'that might
lead to their demands being met.
The call to action is evident
from activists and leaders such as
McCauley and Zocchi, and while
the Trump administration pushes
traditional binary definitions of
gender, many trans students
and their cisgender allies
have change on their minds.
"I don't think it's possible
to get change from this
administration with just
representation from the trans
students themselves," McCauley
said at Trans* on Campus: A
Discussion, referencing the need
for support from cisgender allies.
"We need broader
participation from the campus,
we need continued awareness
from the student body and from
the faculty and the staff, and
we need a continuation of the
conversation, because it just
started last year, and it's not over."
The editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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HOMEGROWN MUSIC
Connor Slavey
Volunteer Writer
Many people know that Seattle has
a large music scene, but perhaps less
known are theabundance ofmusicians
that attend Seattle University.
A quick stroll through a dorm
lobby may bring you into contact
with someone playing piano. A trip
to the Cave may present you with an
opportunity to see people practicing
their music in the basement. There
is an abundance of music on campus
both in and outside of the classroom.
Stephanie Harper, Torren Broussard,
and Griffin Leemon all were passionate
about music, and to each of them it
was more than a bunch of notes and
chords thrown together.
Harper plays ukulele, guitar, and
a little bit of piano. She started with
ukulele during elementary school
where it was taught as curriculum,
and then progressed to guitar and
piano during her teen years. It was
around the age of 16 that she started
taking her song writing seriously. For
her, writing songs and playing music is
a way to decompress, a way to escape
from school.
“Whenever I need a way to unwind
and destress and just not feel so
anxious after school that’s like the only
familiar thing is the music,” she said.
Music is her constant in this new life
that, “is such a different environment
from home.”
Once she is done with her UCOR
classes she is hoping to incorporate
more music-orientated classes and
possibly minor or maybe even major
in something music related. Her
dream would be to someday be able
to impact someone with her music the
way other artists have impacted her.
Broussard has been playing drums
for around five years. He started on
his high school drumline, and then
gave it up during his freshman year of
college. Once he learned there was a
drumline at Seattle U he had to join.
“Music has drawn me in for music’s
sake and it’s something I couldn’t let go
of,” he said. Through music, Broussard
is able to fully express himself and
have a better understanding of
differing perspectives: “music has
allowed me throughout the years to be
more understanding of other people’s
perspectivesand to be a betterperson.”
It is something that will continue
throughout his adult life, whether it be
composing music for his illustrations
or with drumlinehe says that, “Music
will stay in [hisjlife for as long as [he
lives],” Broussard said.
Leemon plays ukulele, piano, and he
taughthimselfguitar thispast summer.
While his relationship to music has
changed and evolved as time goes on,
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Seattle’s homegrown music scene allows Seattle U students to work on their music while getting their degrees..
he has always had a relationship with
music. In fourth grade he even asked
his mother to turn the radio off so he
could be the one that sings for her.
Music has been a great way for
Griffin to express himself: “All the
ways that I understand my own story,
I try to tell that through music and it
seems to be the only way that makes
since to me,” he said.
Growing up queer in Wyoming,
he said music, “was expressing all of
my true identities that I wasn’t super
[open with.”] There is no set plan
for Leemon in the future beyond
hopefully recording the album
that he has.
“I’m a student now, I’m still a
musician, but I’ll be a musician first
later,” he said.
Music is a way to decompress, to
understand others, and to better
express oneself. It is something that
is very important to these three and
many other students here at Seattle
U. All three are constantly working
on their own music and creating what
they love. Music has powerful effects
on people, providing passion and
emotion to spice up the routine of
everyday life.
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY: FREDDIE MERCURY WILL ROCK YOUR WORLD
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Bohemian Rhapsody is one of those
songs that you have no choice but to
sing along with when it plays. Most
people know Bohemian Rhapsody,
but not as many know the story of
Freddie Mercury and how Queen
made a meteoric rise to fame. The film
“Bohemian Rhapsody” explores what
comes along with fame and paints a
beautiful, funny, and sad portrait of
an eccentric individualwho found the
spotlight despite the multiple hurdles
that faced him.
“Bohemian Rhapsody” provided
a stylish and realistic account of 70s
rock. While Freddie Mercury is not
attractive in the typical sense, he has
a swagger and uniquely eccentric
confidence that is truly infectious.
Rami Malek played Mercuryperfectly;
I actually believed that I was peering
into the life of the Queen lead singer
himself. After watching this movie, I
feel that I understand Hollywood abit
more thanbefore.
Freddie Mercury, born with
the name 1 Farrokh Bulsara, has an
interesting upbringing. He was born
in Zanzibarand raised by Parsi parents
who practiced Zoroastrianism. Parsi
is a person who descends from Persia
but lives in India.
He spent anojther part of his life
growing up in India before moving
to England with his parents when he
was in his late teens. His parents were
quite strict and traditional, and they
really did not like the ideaof their son
being a flamboyant rock star. I had no
idea of Mercury’s background, but it
doesn’t surprise me seeing how society
likes to white-wash stars.
Mercury had been doubted and
suppressed his entire life, and when
his inner talent came out, it was
too soon for the world. He was still
struggling to come into his true self
when he rose to fame, and if the
movie is accurate this seems to be one
of his major downfalls. Mercury has
trouble making and keeping personal
friendships and seems to struggle
with his identity. This makes sense,
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considering that he was so suddenly
in the public spotlight, being watched
and scrutinized by the world.
Mercury manages to be hilarious,
pathetic, and a raging asshole all at the
same time. There are moments when
I loved his unashamed eccentricity
and honesty, but at other times I
cringed at his lack of finesse and
,
general disregard for those around
him. It made me think long and hard
about who I would be if I suddenly
became famous.
Therehave been a lotofmovies being
produced recently about the music
industry. “Bohemian Rhapsody” was
not quite the tearjerker that “Born
A Star” was, but in its own right it
was just as sad. Not everything in
life is clear-cut and sad, some things
are clouded by a silent lethargy, and
“Bohemian Rhapsody” did a nice job
of portraying this.
I didn’t know that Freddie Mercury
was bisexual and would contract HIV
AIDS until late on inhigh school. I just
knew Queen as a stylish-looking band
with a few songs that were great for
bumping in the car with my friends. I
have fond memories ofbeing 16 years
old driving around my small town
at night with all of my best friends
crammed into my Buick, singing
Bohemian Rhapsody at the top of our
lungs. I never gave much thought to
whom the lead singer actually was
beyond being a dope lyricist with a
crazy vocal range.
I did not realize that Mercury-
pursued asolo career for a while before
rejoining Queen, but I guess that goes
to showhow little I knew about Queen.
It was interesting and also touching
to see Mercury rejoin the band when
he realized that he missed them and
was feeling lost by himself. Mercury
seems to be a complex and troubled
person, even though he covers it
with a facade of humor, nonchalance,
and cockiness.
I have seen some reviews about the
movie saying that it was inaccurate
in some ways, which I believe. Most
movies tend to exaggerate and blow
things out of proportion. I am no
expert on Queen so therefore am
not sure what is true and what is
exaggerated, but I do appreciate
that the film delved into the racial
background and sexuality of Freddie
Mercury. The soundtrack was also
amazing, featuring music from Queen
(ofcourse) as well as some ofthe other
big names in 70s rock.
Even if all of the facts were not
perfectly accurate, “Bohemian
Rhapsody” is a fun and stylish new
release that is definitelyworth awatch.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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BARISTAS SPILL THE BEANS ON SEATTLE COFFEE SHOPS
Taylor McKenzie
Staff Writer
Coffee is often used interchangeably
with the motifof Seattle. Mention one
and the other is inevitablybrought up.
“Seattle is definitely the coffee
Mecca of the West Coast,” Ortega,
a barista at the Coffee Work Capitol
Hill location said. “That is kind of
why I moved up here to continue my
career in coffee.”
How did Seattle get this reputation
for coffee? Many would argue that it
is due to Starbucks’ origins in this city.
The creators of Starbucks, Gordon
Bowker, JerryBaldwin, and Zev Siegl,
were inspired by Peet’s Coffee & Tea’s
high-quality coffee beans to open
up their first location on Western
Avenue in 1971. Five years later, the
trio moved to their renowned Pike’s
Place location. This location would
be almost unrecognizable to modern
coffee drinkers, as it was not intended
to function as a gathering place, but
rather a venue to stock up on specialty
coffee beans.
It was not until nearly 10 years
later that Starbucks would begin
to transform into what it is today.
Inspired by the coffee shops of Milan,
Italy, the well-known businessman
Howard Schultz joined the coffee
venture and catapulted it to the fame
that Starbucks is known for today.
Between the years of 1991 to 2007,
Starbucks opened, on average, two
shops a day. There are now more than
28,000 stores worldwide.
“The coffee industry itselfhas a lot
more depth than people really see,”
Michael Bildstein said, a barista at
Stumptown. “People just come to the
shop, see the barista, the drink. But
the coffee does come from (places
like) India or Ethiopia.”
Stumptown Coffee is another major
reason why the West Coast is known
for its coffee. Originally launched in
Portland in 1999, Stumptown Coffee
beans can be found in almost every
coffee store in Seattle and beyond.
This has not changed since the parent
company of Peet’s Coffee & Tea
bought the company in 2015, despite
many fears that Stumptown Coffee
would diminish in quality when
combined with a company focused on
mass marketization.
The specialty coffee shops found
throughout Seattle are often
characterized by direct relations to
coffee farms around the world.
“I have been able to go to farms,
specifically with Coffee Works,”
Ortega said. “There is an annual
trip that people get to go on and we
actually visit coffee farms. We send a
team of like eight baristas to go pick
beans, check them out, check out the
farms, build relationships with the
farmers. I have been to Costa Rica
and Guatemala.”
There is even a shift in the way
that Starbucks markets their coffee,
emphasizing the origins of the coffee
over the artificial flavors that can be
mixed with it.
“Starbucks is very good about
wanting to craft a genuine experience,”
Ella Campbell said, a Starbucks barista
and undergraduate student at Seattle
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Capitol Coffee Works is just one of the hundreds ofcoffee shops that call Seattle home.
University. “A lotabout being a barista
is the customer aspect of it. I really like
meeting people...That is just as much a
part of it as another because coffee is
meant to bring people together.”
Specialty coffee is becoming more
profitable, leading even profit-
driven companies, such as Starbucks,
to emphasize creating a unique
experience in one of their many
shops. This is a movement away
from the common perspective of
utilizing coffee merely as fuel for the
workday ahead.
“Most ofmy experience as a barista
is from working in Indiana, which has
a very different coffee culture than
in Seattle,” Campbell said. “Indiana
people also just order way sweeter
drinks in general... People here [in
Seattle] take it more seriously, which
is why I think they don’t get sweet
drinksbecause they can appreciate the
taste of coffee.”
This is in part why Ortega left his
job as manager of a coffee shop in
Southern California to move to Seattle
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and continue learning the caffeinated
craft. Working at Coffee Works has
helped him learn about the intricacies
that go into specialty coffee, compared
to his past experience managing
profit-driven coffee shops.
“I started to really get into it and
pick up on the things that I didn’t
really understand before in terms of
flavor, the bean process...slowly but
surely, I did start getting into specialty
coffee,” Ortega said.
Ortega has been in the coffee
business for seven years and is excited
to spend the rest of his life sharing his
passion for coffee with the world.
“My goal would definitely be to
open up my own shop in the future,”
Ortega said. “I think that my goal is
to reinvent [coffee] in a way. How do
I reinvent [coffee] and make my own
craft something that is memorable, not
just another coffee shop in Seattle?”
Taylor may be reached at
tmckenzie @su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE RESTAURANT WEEK: HIGH END FOOD AT RESONABLE PRICES
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
I have lived in Seattle for about two
and half years and I’ve heard the
phrase Seattle Restaurant Week
(SRW) thrown around here and
there, but never knew exactly what is
was. After doing some research and
trying a few restaurants participating
in SRW, I have become a huge fan.
Restaurant Week is a semi-annual
event that lasts around two to three
weeks to celebrate Seattle’s culinary
scene. The autumn 2018 edition
of SRW is Oct. 21 to Nov. 8th.
Restaurant Week menus are available
at all participating locations Sunday
through Thursday.
Each restaurant offers a dinner
option which is a three course meal for
$33. Some—notall— restaurants offer
a lunch menu as well; this menu is a
two course meal for $18. All menus
are handpicked by the restaurant and
typically offer three to four options for
appetizers, entrees, and dessert.
Restaurant Week is a great chance
to try high-end, well-established
restaurants at a discounted price. All
participating restaurants are local,
independent businesses that offer
great customer service and delicious
food. The SRW menus are required to
have a “menu value” of $40 or more to
encourage participation and leave the
patron feeling fully satisfied in flavor
and savings.
After learning more about SRW, I
immediately hopped online to look
up the which restaurants I wanted
to try. SRW is put on by The Seattle
Times, so you can easily find all the
participating restaurants and SRW
menus on SeattleTimes.com.
Their website is super easy to
navigate because you can search by
cuisine, restaurant, or neighborhood.
You also have the option to isolate
restaurants that have vegetarian,
gluten-free, or vegan options.
I am on a very strict gluten-free
diet, so the option to pull up only
restaurants that offer gluten free option
was something I have never seen
before, but totally love! I was able to
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make a list ofmy top three restaurants
I wanted to try. The three restaurants
on my list included Monsoon, Zane
+ Wylie’s, and Central Smoke Bar
and Smokery.
A friend and I went to Monsoon
as our first SRW dining choice.
Monsoon is a Vietnamese cuisine that
offers many different gluten free and
vegetarian options. Monsoon’s menu
reminded me a lot of Ba Bar, the cute
little Vietnamese restaurant on 12th
across the street from Logan Field.
Monsoon, however, had a different
vibe: it was much quieter, each table
had a little more space and privacy, and
the food tastedand was presented in a
way that made you feel like you were
in a more upscale type ofrestaurant.
I ordered the imperial rolls as
my appetizer, lemongrass prawns
in a spicy yellow curry sauce as my
entree, and the jackfruit ice cream as
my dessert. I enjoyed every bit of my
dinner! Everything tasted wonderful
and I was so full afterall threecourses!
Without SRW, I would have spent
upwards of $50 on my three courses,
but because restaurant week offers the
amazing deal ofthree courses for $33,
Ionly spent $33!
My second SRW restaurant of
choice was Zane + Wylie’s, which
is a steakhouse. This restaurant was
beautiful. Located downtown, just two
blocks from the Nordstrom, another
friend and I were able to borrow Orca
cards from the Student Center and
easily take the streetcar from campus
to the light rail station, then the
lightrail to Pacific Place.
I ordered the lacinato kale and
gala apple salad (without croutons)
as my appetizer. The apple cider
vinegarette was interesting; it wasn’t
super vinegary so the flavor of the
apple was really prominent. As my
entree I ordered the P.N.W. prime
8oz manhattan cut strip steak with
a baked potato, roasted veggies, and
garlic butter. Holy moly, this entree
was incredible.
Unfortunately they didn’t offer a
gluten-free dessert option on their
SRW menu, however my server
was wonderful and offered me a
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Chocolate ganache madefresh as the third coursefrom Monsoon, located in Capi-
tol Hill.
slice of their key lime pie, without
crust. Totally worth it! The pie had
a light whipped cream topping
that accompanied the tart key lime
pie so well!
For my last SRW restaurant, I went to
Central Smoker Bar and and Smokery,
which serves delicious barbeque. This
restaurant was the closest and easiest
to get ot since it is right off Jefferson
across from the soccer field.
As my appetizer I ordered the spicy
pickled persian cucumbers, which
were so good. For my entree I ordered
the smoked pork spare-rib served
with two different barbeque sauces.
As my dessert, I orderedthe chocolate
mousse, but ended up hopping
between my dessert and my friend’s
banana pudding dessert. They were
both so different, but so good.
SRW allowed me to branch out from
myusual three or fourrestaurants and
try something new and fancy. I would
not be able to afford one—much less
three—courses from any of the three
restaurants I tried. The three courses
for $33 is an incredible dealand allows
you to experience something from
every part of the restaurant’s menu.
Sadly, SRW is over, but when the
2019 Spring week comes out, I highly
encourage you and a group offriends
to go enjoy each others company as
well as incredible, high-end food.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
Ashley Nelson
VolunteerWriter
This years’ Halloween spooky
season was brought to a dose by
the Silver Scream Film Festival, put
on by SU Filmmakers. The festival
featured professional grade short
films that were able to keep the
audience on the edge of their seats,
while also telling compelling stories.
Each film had amazing ideas that
were all well executed. The motif
of the film festival was horror film
sub-genres. This theme encouraged
filmmakers to explore various horror
movie genres such as psychological
horror, slasher movies, and another.
The five movies shown at the festival
were “A Silver Scream intro, “In Your
Tower”, “Echo,” “Here Comes The
Stabbing,” and “Virus.” Each of these
films are unique, creative, and will
surely give you a fright.
The SU Filmmakers club, consisting
of passionate, supportive filmmakers
of all different skill levels, are there
to learn and grow as filmmakers.
Skill levels range from people who
are already involved in professional
filmmaking to people who are just
starting offwithlittle to no experience.
Co-president of the club, Cade
Taylor, believes “The club has people
doing it professionally and people
doing it for fun, so things remain
pretty light-hearted and fun.”]
In this festival specifically, people
were put into groups with the sole
intention of having a wide variety of
skill levels. Abel Fong, The creator
of “Virus,” said, “We teach, we learn,
we create.”
Filmmaker Abel Fong created
“Virus,” a Black Mirror-esquc film
that leaves us haunted even after the
film is over. This film is set in the near
future, where there are devices called
Omnix Mods.
These Omnix Mods are worn in
a persons ear and modify the way
things are perceived. When the user
talks on the phone with someone, the
Omnix allows them to see the person
standing in the room with them. The
protagonist tries to hack his Omnix
FRIGHTFUL DELIGHTS LIGHT UP THE SILVER SCREAM FESTIVAL
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The SU Filmmakers club hosted this year’s Silver Scream Film Festival which explored multiple horror sub-genres.
to give it new features, but end up
contracting a virus. From then on, the
film successfully haunts you and turns
your brain into paranoid mush. Abel
aimed to get into the viewers head and
not only scare them temporarily, but
for a long time even after the movie.
Suzanne McAuley, the lead creator
of “Echo” was another filmmaker
that I interviewed. “Echo” is a short
film where the television begins to
hauntingly predict the future. “The
Office” telivision show begins to play.
Kevin walks up the stairs carrying a
huge pot of chili just to spill it all over
the carpet. Immediately following, the
roommate drops a pot on the kitchen
floor. An unsettling ambiance creeps
across the audience. What will pop up
on the screen next? McAuley’s goal
was to “play with reality and make the
viewer question what is real and what
is not.”
The SU Filmmakers club is a hidden
gem for anyone interested in film.
No matter how much experience
you have, you will find a place in SU
Filmmakers.
The 48-hour film festival is in
the winter while the Seattle U Film
Festival is in the spring showcases
many more talented films.
Making films bonds people in a way
like no other, McAuley says.
NOVEMBER 7,2018
“Filmmaking is a bonding
experience, once you’re on set with
them you get to know them, by the
end of the film you’re truly friends.”
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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SPORTS
SPORTS WEEK IN REVIEW
AlexandraCarrasco
Staff Writer
Women’s Volleyball
The Redhawks had two matches this
week as they faced New Mexico State
University (NMSU) and University of
Texas Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV).
Both matches were close; however,
Seattle University fell short this week.
The Redhawks lost three close sets
versus NMSU by scores of 25-23, 25-
19, and 26-24. Mila Duarte had 11
kills and Rachel Stark had 10 kills.
Seattle U led the third set at 21-18 but
NMSU rallied for the three-set finish
to defeat the Redhawks. NMSU stands
at 8-3 in the WAC.
Saturday Nov. 3, Seattle U hosted
the UTRGV Vaqueros. The Redhawks
came out strong and forced an early
timeout by UTRGV in the first set,
but their opponents rallied and won
it. The Redhawks again fell in three
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL PLAYER TO WATCH: KAMIRA SANDERS
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
Kamira Sanders showed what she is
made of last year as she dominated
the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) tournament, scoring 19points
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Kamira Sanders started in 31 out of
34 games last season.
sets, losing 25-23, 25-13, and 25-20.
Shae Harris was in great form and
played out for her seventh double-
double with 27 assists, 10 assists, three
blocks, and two kills.
Seattle U will be on the road for
the next WAC match on Nov. 8 at
Chicago State.
Women’s Basketball
Seattle U hosted an exhibition game
against Northwestern University
(NU) on Friday. The teams were neck
and neck for the entire first half, NU
led by three at the half, 37-34.
NU expanded their lead to
10-points in the third quarter. Seattle
U rallied in the fourth quarter as
Delaney McCann, Kamira Sanders,
and Madeline Dopplick made several
three-point-plays for a 66-58 victory
over NU.
Dopplick led all scorers with 19
points on the night.
in the semifinals and 20 points in the
finals. In the finals, she sunk two of
the most important late free throws
of her career thus far and ensured the
Redhawks’ victory and earned her
tournament MVP honors.
Born in Redding, Calif., Sanders
stands five feet seven inches tall,
plays tough defense, and has been
dominating on and off the court
going on three years now. Sanders
is a junior here at Seattle University
studying communications.
Sanders was named a member
of the 2018-19 Preseason Women’s
Basketball Media All-WAC First
Team and last season averaged 11.5
points, 5.6 rebounds, 3.4 assists and a
team-high of 1.7 steals.
Women’s basketball head coach
Suzy Barcomb said Sanders has
proved she deserves her spot on the
All-WAC First team.
“She has been really willing to take
Women’s basketball play their first
regular season games at home against
Cal State Fullerton on Tuesday, Nov.
6 at 6p.m.
Women’s Swimming
The Redhawks were in Moscow, Idaho
this week and went up against, Idaho
and Northern Arizona, two of the
top teams in the WAC. Seattle U lost
against both, 251-41 (Idaho) and 246-
44 (NAU).
Sarah Carr placed 7th in the 200-
yard and 100-yard freestyles. Darian
Himes finished 7th in the 200-yard
breaststroke and 6th in the 100-yard
breaststroke.
Seattle U will host an alumni meet
on Nov. 10 a the Redhawk center
at 11 am, and will be continuing
competition at Oregon State
University on Nov. 16.
on more responsibility on the scoring
part. But it has also been about her
willingness to grow as a leader and as
a young woman,” Barcomb said. “She
has the ability to score, especially
when she has the best defender
on her.”
Sanders is excited for the season
and is looking forward to competing
and has her eyes on winning
another championship.
“We want to get back to the
dance, but this time we want to do
it differently. We want to get past
the first round and make it more
comfortableand prove to all the other
teams and everybody else that we’re
meant to be there.”
Sanders has not only upped her
game on the floor, but Coach Barcomb
said that Sanders has really stepped
it up academically as well and is
continuing to stay strong and believe
in herself offthe court."
Men’s Soccer
Men’s soccer regular season ended
as the Redhawks faced San Jose State
University (SJSU) in California. The
game was scoreless until the 40th
minute when Nathan Aune netted
a header from Julian Avila-Good.
SJSU evened the score in the second
half and remained tied until the last
moments of the match. With both
teams hunting for a late goal, Noe
Meza of Seattle U found the back of
the net with 45 seconds left. Ivory
Randle IV crossed a ball looking for
Sergio Rivas, but Meza was the player
to decide the game.
The Redhawks finished their
regular season with a three-game
win streak and overall in conference
record of 7-4-0. Seattle Uwill host the
WAC tournament Nov. 7-11th.
Alexandra may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
“She just throws herself into the
academic aspect and so I think I’m
more proud about her academic
growths, more than anything. I
know she has the talent basketball-
wise, she has to work her tail end
off academically and I am very
appreciative ofthat.”
Sanders saidthat her favorite aspect
playing for Seattle Uis the positive and
encouraging environment on campus.
“The relationships with the team, the
staff, just everybody is really positive.
Everybody is just so encouraging and
it’s a good environment to be in.”
The Seattle U Women’s Basketball
team is going to be held to a very
high standard this year and Kamira
Sanders is a player to watch as
they strive to exceed their success
last season.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
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MEN’S BASKETBALL PLAYER TO WATCH: MATEJ KAVAS
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
It is hard to miss the six foot eight-
inch figure of Matej Kavas as he
walks across campus. Kavas is a
fairly reserved business management
major, but he also is among the five
best basketball players in the Western
Athletic Conference.
Kavas is from Ljubljana, Slovenia,
and he came to Seattle University four
years ago to pursue his passion.
“I have always wanted to play
basketball at a high level and also
get my education which is not
possible in Europe, you can only play
professionally,” Kavas said. .
He has played basketball since the
age of 10 and hopes to continue after
college. His coach and teammates
say that he is dedicated and a good
team player.
“What I love most about him is that
he is one of our hardest workers and
he is really level-headed and has avery
WOMEN’S SOCCER WINS WAC CHAMPIONSHIP
AlexandraCarrasco
Staff Writer
Seattle University defeated No. 1
(WAC) Kansas City 1-0 for the WAC
title on Nov. 4. After the win, Seattle
U awaited in anticipation to know
their opponent for the first round of
the NCAA tournament. On Monday,
Seattle U was paired to play against
Stanford, the No. 1 overall seed in the
tournament.
Against UMKC in the final, Seattle
U dominated early on but was not
finding the net after several corner
kicks. UMKC battled back towards
the end of the first half but was also
unable to add goals to the scoreboard.
At the 41st mark, Mikaela Morey
drew a foul to set up a penalty for
Seattle U. Kelsey Vogel was the one
to put the ball in the lower left corner
of the net to grant the lead for the
Redhawks. The game would inevitably
finish at that score and the Redhawks
pleasant attitude,” Head Coach Jim
Hayford said. “I just really enjoy his
friendship and helping him develop
and becoming the very best he
can be.”
Seattle U’s season startsNov. 6when
they take on Stanford, but Kavas got a
jump start on the season when he was
selected to the preseasonall-WAC first
team. Coach Hayford stated that this
prestigious recognition means Kavas
is among the five best players in the
conference. Hayford has only been
head coach of the team for a year,
but he has seen growth and progress
in Kavas’ game and sees potential in
Kavas’ future.
“He is one of the elite shooters in
college basketball, he has had some
amazing shooting nights that led us
to victory,” Hayford said. “He will
play professionally, it just remains to
be seen at what level.”
Outside of his on the court
exploits, Kavas has found a family in
his teammates.
won as a result.
Seattle U Women’s soccer has taken
its fourth WAC title since 2013, all
against UMKC.
Prior to the final, after defeating
Utah Valley 2-0 away during the last
game of regular season, Seattle U
earned a first round bye beginning
the tournament for the Redhawks.
The women faced Universityof Texas
Rio Grande Valley for the Semi-Finals
in Utah.
Seattle U would take the victory in
a shut out with an own goal at the 23-
minute mark and a goal off the left
post by Jessie Ray at the 83rd minute
for the 2-0 final leaving them a spot
against UMKC for the Championship.
In recognition of the All-
Tournamentteam, Isabelle Butterfield
(F/Mid), Jessie Ray (F), and Hannah
Carrothers (Def) were selected
from Seattle U.
After earning plenty of clean sheets
for Seattle U, goalkeeper- Ariana
“We are always together, we hang
out all the time,” Kavas said. “We
are definitely best friends.” Although
Kavas is far from home, he has no
regrets in coming to Seattle U.
“I am really happy to be here and
I have had a very good time here,”
Kavas said. “I just like winning and
getting excited with my teammates.”
Kavas is a redshirt junior, so he has
the opportunity to play this season
and one more to further build on his
skills and career. Kavas feels that he
has improved on every aspect of his
game since playing at Seattle U, and
hopes to continue to grow.
Kavas was the team’s leading scorer
last year, averaging 15.2 points. Kavas’
teammates and coach speak highly of
his personality on and off the courts,
and he will be key to the Redhawks
success this season.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
Romero earned theWAC Tournament
MVP honors award. Romero also
earned her second WAC Defensive
Player of the Week award and also
made a career high of 10 saves on Oct.
14 versus UTRGV.
Defenders Hannah Carrothers, and
Rachel Bowler were awarded All-WAC
first team. Isabelle Butterfield, Jessie
Ray and Holly Rothering obtained
All-WAC second team.
Seattle U went into the conference
playoffs on a six-gamewinning streak.
Also, finishing WAC play in second
place, just short behind UMKC. The
game against Utah Valley proved to
be important as Seattle had to have
won for the first-round bye the WAC
tournament.
UMKC qualified for six players
for All-League representatives, the
most in the WAC. Seattle U followed,
sending five players. UTRGV added
four for All-WAC recognition.
Upcoming for the Redhawks,
NOVEMBER 7,2018
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Matej Kavas averaged 15.2 points per
game, 5.1 rebounds, and 1.2 assists in
the 2017-18 season.
Stanford is 17-0-2 this year, winning
the Pac-12 championship as well. They
are also the defending 2017 NCAA
Champions. The Redhawks will travel
to No. 1 Stanford, in California, for
the first round of the tournament.
Alexandramay be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
TARYN OKAMOTO • THE SPECTATOR
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OPINION
WHAT ABOUT THANKSGIVING?
As everyone packs up Halloween decorations and throws their jack-o-lanterns in the trash, what’s next to look forward to? THANKSGIVING.
Many people immediately crank “Jingle-Bell-Rock” while drinking eggnog by the fireplace, the day after the spookiest holiday of the year has come to an end.
Transitioning from murderous horror movies to hallmark channel romantic holiday movies should not be that easy.
Last week, I went to the theater to watch the new “Halloween” movie. The film was fantastic—it scared me enough to the point where, as I was walking
through the parking lot to my car, I was looking in every direction to make sure that no one was following me. I was in the Halloween mood. A couple of days
ago, I put on one ofthe new cheesy Christmas movies on Netflix and after 15 minutes I couldn’t continue watching. I had to turn it off. My Christmas spirit
simply was not there yet.
Transitioning into a new holiday season is like a break-up. You spend so much time thinking about this holiday (as you would spending time with your
significant other) for it to suddenly come and go. After this “break-up,” you need time to heal as you would with any other break-up before being able to pick
yourself back up and move on.
Walking through the mall, garland and lights are already beginning to take over. Stores are beginning to play “All I want for Christmas” and it seems like retail
workers have been wearing Christmashats before Halloween had even arrived. WhenI was young, malls didn’t have decorationsup until the day after Thanks-
giving.
Thanksgiving does not deserve to be forgotten. You eat an enormous amount of foodmultiple times a day without being judged, watch the Macy’s Thanksgiv-
ing Day parade in the morning while watching the NFL games during the day—and don’t forget the best part: you get to take food coma naps.
Before people start calling me the Seattle UniversityGrinch, Christmas is my favorite holiday. I love cooking with my mom,spending time with my family,
drinking eggnog by the fireplace while watching Christmas movies and watching snow fall outside. That feeling makes me feel happy and warm. However, I still
am trying to get over the holiday blues with Halloween and I’m just not ready to move on yet.
— Caylah Lunning, Staff Writer
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of Michelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, JacquelineLewis, Sophia Wells, JoshMerchant, JordanKenison, Alec Downing, Elise Wang, Sam Schultheis,
and Emily Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
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Jk • How do I tell my privileged whitefriend that
• everything she says isproblematic?
Aril keep
it real with you, she may cry. White girls are
• often raised to think that their problems can be solved
®
or avoided by crying, even if this isn’t intentionally
taught. However, if she’s really your friend, she’ll be critical of
herself and listen to what you have to say. I’ve been corrected
on my behavior and ways of thinking before, and it takes a lot
of self-reflection to move past it. We’re young, it’s a time to
learn and grow. Good luck!
Q® I keep waking up withfriends offriends. How do I
stop?
A
Just... don’t do it?
w; ; J4'
Q® Today myfriend told me Iwasn’t a true gamer. How
do I cope?
A
All games are true games. If you’re passionate about
• playing games, whether they’re on your phone or on
®
your PC, you can be a gamer. However... I will say
that title has some negative (nerdy/pretentious) connotations.
Maybe just say you enjoy playing games instead of forming an
identity around it.
ASK MAMA AN ANONYMOUS QUESTION AT
GUIDANCE@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
ASK MAMA
MOZZONE
by Emily Mozzone
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SUBMIT OP-EDS
TO THE
SPECTATOR!
Send your submissions to:
EDITOR <S)SU-SPECTATOR.COM
for consideration.
K SOAR WITH US
CELEBRATE YOUR SEATTLE U PRIDE AND WELCOME OUR ALUMNI HOME.
THURSII.8.18
RED UMBRELLA PARADE
THE QUAD | PARADE STARTS AT 12:30 P.M.
REDFEST CELEBRATION & LUNCH
STUDENT CENTER 11 P.M
MEN’S BASKETBALL VS. UNIVERSITY
OF PUGET SOUND
REDHAWK CENTER | 7 P.M.
s?.
FRIII.9.18
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: ALUMNI
SHARING KNOWLEDGE
STUDENT CENTER 160 112-5 P.M.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL VS. NORTHERN
ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
REDHAWK CENTER 15 P.M.
SAT 11.10.18
DAY OF SERVICE
TIME AND LOCATION VARY BY
SERVICE SITE. | 9 A.M.
ROBERT BENNEDSEN
VETERAN’S DAY 5K
SEATTLE U CAMPUS | 9 -11.-30 A.M.
DAY OF SERVICE LUNCH
LEROUX ROOM, STUDENT CENTER! 12 -1:30 P.M.
HOMECOMING COURT PAGEANT
CAMPION BALLROOM | TIME: 7 - 9 P.M.
SUNII.II.I8
HOMECOMING MEN’S BASKETBALL
MEGA RALLY & GAME
BUS LEAVES CAMPUS: 5 P.M.
RALLY: 6 - 7 P.M. | GAME: 7 - 9 P.M.
SHOWARE CENTER
SEATTLEU 11.8.18-11.II.18
